
Sales Training Whiteboard
Whiteboard training is a detailed walk-through, complete with visuals for an initial sales encounter. It highlights the 
overall service value and should lead to a more in-depth conversation. 

Audience: Sales, to help deliver a visual-based, early-stage prospect conversation 

When to use
Sales should learn and practice the whiteboard 
delivery prior to meeting with a prospect.

Next steps
Read through the tool and ensure it aligns with your offering. When you 
see “[IF AVAILABLE]”, either remove the tag if you offer this feature, or 
remove the feature from the document. Replace <partner name> with your 
company name, and replace any generic service names with how you sell your 
offer. Consider delivering a training session to sales for more guidance, and 
investigate how best to deliver virtually. Add a confidentiality label if needed.

VMware Cloud Provider 
Go-to-Market Kits 
Accelerate service expansion 
and customer adoption

As a busy VMware Cloud Provider, finding time to increase your marketing and sales effectiveness 
is hard. VMware’s Cloud Provider Platform enables you to offer a wide range of services—including 
network security, DRaaS, modern load balancing, and more. To help you accelerate the growth of those 
services, you have access to a number of go-to-market kits for key services. Each kit contains essential 
tools to accelerate your marketing efforts, educate interested customers, and train your sales to walk 
through an early-stage conversation. 

What to Expect

Messaging and Positioning
Messaging documents are filled with value prop statements that will resonate with your customers. There are also 
suggestions for how to break down an offering and where you can sell value-added services.

Audience: Internal teams including product management and marketing

When to use
Leverage content into your marketing materials, 
web copy and service definitions.

Next steps
Tune the messaging to reflect your unique offers. When you see “[IF 
AVAILABLE]”, either remove the tag if you offer this feature, or remove the 
feature from the document. Replace <partner name> with your company 
name. Add a confidentiality label if the content needs to stay internal.

Need help customizing your kit? Please contact vcpp_gtm@vmware.com.

To access these kits, please visit cloudsolutions.vmware.com/go-to-market-kits. 

Download Kits

Customer eBook
The eBook explains the value of the offer, what’s included, and why customers need it. Each eBook is fully designed 
and ready to be customized and branded.

Audience: Your customers and prospects looking for deeper knowledge of your offering

When to use
Provide the eBook as a follow-up to a sales 
conversation, or as a download in an email 
marketing campaign or from your web site.

Next steps
Make sure the eBook matches your offering / service / solution; this includes 
removing “[IF AVAILABLE]” tags if you offer a feature, or removing that 
feature from the document if you don’t. Update generic service names 
with your branded offerings. Replace <partner name> with your company 
name, and add your logos to the front and back.
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